Carotid Endarterectomy: Which Technique Prevails?

Abstract

For decades, carotid endarterectomy has been the golden standard for the management of severe carotid artery stenosis. However, several techniques have been proposed till date, and there has been a long-lasting debate concerning the proper method. Several research studies have been conducted not only evaluating the role of patch suturing versus that of primary carotid closure, but also comparing the advantages and disadvantages of different patch materials. Both synthetic and venous patches have been utilized, each with specific features and effects on postoperative outcomes. This editorial aims to summarize basic characteristics of each technique, current guidelines recommendations and pooled research data on this subject, and produce conclusions for everyday clinical practice.
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Literature data indicate so far that 10% - 20% of all cerebral ischemia cases are due to atherosclerotic lesions within the extracranial carotid circulation [1]. Cerebrovascular ischemic events remain still the 3rd cause of death worldwide and a primary cause for neurologic dysfunction in adults as well [1]. Therefore, they are associated with significant morbidity and mortality. Major clinical trials have shown that carotid endarterectomy (CEA) is beneficial both for primary and secondary prevention of such acute cerebrovascular events in patients with severe carotid artery stenosis [2, 3]. However, for decades, there has been a debate regarding the proper surgical technique.

For years, the traditional method has been the conventional CEA, either through a primary suturing technique or a patching technique. Furthermore, patches could be synthetic (either Dacron or PTFE material) or venous in origin. However, another alternative that has been introduced almost at the same time with the conventional procedure was the eversion CEA. It is clear that each one of the aforementioned techniques has specific advantages and disadvantages. Primary suturing is associated with lower duration of procedure as well as clamping time, thus reducing possible complications linked to periprocedural cerebral ischemia. However, patching increases the postoperative diameter of the vessel and minimizes the effect of neointimal hyperplasia and scarring postoperatively, thus decreasing the risk for potential restenosis. Moreover, standard patching has been shown that it reduces the perioperative stroke and death risk [4]. Regarding the patch selection, synthetic patches are readily available all the time and are more resistant than venous patches. However, venous patches show excellent handling, are less prone to thrombosis formation or restenosis due to their endothelial lining on the luminal surface, and hence, the risk for pseudoaneurysms formation or patch infection is minimized [5]. Finally, the eversion technique removes the atherosclerotic plaque after transection of the internal carotid artery at its origin. This technique offers again reduced time of procedure and clamping, it avoids suturing distally on the internal carotid artery, avoids the potential complications of suturing a foreign material, and it seems that is associated with better hemodynamics [6, 7]. But what do the guidelines recommend and what do the pooled data reveal so far?

According to the latest ESVS Guidelines, patch angioplasty (with either venous or synthetic patch) may reduce the risk for carotid restenosis and ischemic stroke, compared to primary closure, and therefore it is recommended [1]. Likewise the American Guidelines conclude that patch angioplasty can be beneficial for CEA closure (Level of Evidence: B) [8]. Currently, in other advanced countries such as Germany, the official Guidelines recommend the standard suturing of a patch as it is associated with lower perioperative stroke / death rates as well as postoperative restenosis rates. However, they indicate that the choice between conventional and eversion technique should be made based on the experience of the responsible physician [9]. Finally, in the United Kingdom (UK),
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only one third of the physicians select to suture a patch during CEA, while almost 70% use a synthetic patch of various materials [10]. Hence, less than 10% of physicians in UK select to proceed with an eversion technique [10].

Regarding the available pooled data so far, the first major meta-analysis comparing eversion with conventional CEA was that by Cao et al. in 2002 [11]. As only five trials and 2,465 patients were included, the authors produced no definite results concluding that eversion technique may be associated with lower risk of occlusion and restenosis, although a larger number of cases would be necessary to support this further. Therefore, the selection of the technique was suggested to be based on the preference of each physician. Two years later, another review by Bond et al., included 7 trials comparing primary suturing with patch technique, and 8 trials comparing different types of patches [12]. Although this review concluded definitely in favour of the patch suturing versus primary closure, no robust conclusion could be drawn concerning the type of material. More recent pooled data by Rerkasem and Rothwell seems to favour standard patching although it is underlined that all included trials were small and methodological errors have been observed [13].

However, the two most recent meta-analyses are the largest in size to date and seem to shed some light concerning the debate on proper technique and patch type. Antonopoulos et al. included more than 16,000 patients and compared the eversion against the conventional CEA [14]. Seven randomized and fourteen non-randomized trials were analyzed and the authors concluded that eversion CEA seems to be superior to conventional CEA regarding short-term and long-term outcomes, without being affected by potential modifying factors. Additionally, Ren et al. [15] collected data from thirteen randomized trials evaluating the effect of different patch types on major outcomes. Almost 2,000 patients were included and only haemostasis time was found to be longer with PTFE patches compared to venous or Dacron patches. However, the overall perioperative and long-term mortality rate, stroke rate, restenosis, and operative time were similar when using venous patch versus synthetic patch material or Dacron patch versus PTFE patch material during CEA, according to the authors [15].

Finally, novel techniques have been developed in order to improve the aforementioned results of each method. Modified eversion techniques have been proposed by some authors yielding satisfying early and late results [16]. Furthermore, microsurgical non-patch techniques utilizing a surgical microscope have shown low midterm restenosis rates and comparable 30 day mortality/morbidity to other patching techniques [17].

In conclusion, data so far indicate that patch CEA should be preferred than primary suturing overall, although pooled results on the performance of different patch materials are still inconclusive. Concerning eversion technique, pooled data are in favour although larger series are needed to produce safer results. Therefore, international Guidelines recommend that the selection of the technique should be mainly based on surgeon’s preference and experience.
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